
WINE MENU
SPARKLING COUNTRY  125ML BOTTLE

Favola, Prosecco DOC,  Italy   £5.95,  £21.95
A fresh, fragrant and fruity Prosecco with aroma of pear and apple

Champagne Bernard Remy, Comte Remy de Villecourt,  France   £39.00
This Champagne is adorned with a beautiful golden colour.  
Its bubbles both lively and intense

Champagne Moutard, Prestige Rosé,  France   £45.00
Subtle with complexity, the first floral senses blend  
with the essence of red fresh fruit

Champagne Laurent Perrier, Brut N.v.,  France   £49.50
Delicate and complex nose, full flavour with plenty of fruit in the mouth

WHITE COUNTRY 175ML 250ML BOTTLE

Tierra Antica, Sauvignon Blanc,  Chile £4.50 £5.95 £15.95
A clean and fruity wine with a fresh lemon and  
herbaceous character, very quaffable.

Conte Vecchio Pinot Grigio,  Italy  £4.50 £5.85 £16.95
Crisp apples, soft pears, and delicate white flowers

Wandering Bear Chardonnay,  USA £4.50 £5.95 £16.95
Unoaked and bursting with pineapple and lemon  
with a toasted almond finish.

Brisa do Mar, Vinho Verde,  Portugal   £17.50
Brilliantly fresh and fruity wine, crisp and  
refreshing with a gentle spritz.

Opal Ridge, Gewurztraminer Verdelho,  Australia    £17.95
A vibrant and fresh tasting wine, medium in style.

Ray Santo Verdejo, Javier Sanz,  Spain   £19.95
A clean, fresh, fine nose with pineapple,  
kiwi, passion fruit aromas and minerals.

Vina Echeverria, Chardonnay Gran Reserva,  Chile   £21.95
This wine is rich but fresh, with balanced acidity in the  
mouth and flavours of dried fruit and pineapple.



WHITE COUNTRY 175ML 250ML BOTTLE

Saint Clair, Bishops Leap Sauvignon Blanc,  New Zealand   £22.95
Intense aromas and flavours of passion fruit, blackcurrant,  
underlying gooseberry and herbal tones.

Flying Zebra Chenin Blanc,  South Africa   £23.95
Honeyed fruit on the nose, with a soft medium dry finish.

Viognier Naturalys, Gérard Bertrand,  France   £23.95
A vibrant peachy wine, with gentle spice and a long finish. Organic

San Silvestro, Gavi di Gavi ‘Fossilli’,  Italy   £23.95
A modern wine, fruity and fresh with gentle spice and good acidity

Chateau Lestrille Capmartin, Bordeaux Blanc,  France   £26.95
Wonderfully balanced wine with ripe apricot flavours,  
kissed by a touch of oak.

Lucien M, Chablis,  France   £29.95
A stunning wine with rich, mouth-watering citrus flavours

Domaine Gérard Millet, Sancerre,  France   £29.95
Vibrant Sauvignon notes of grapefruit and lemon with  
good weight and a clean crisp finish.

ROSÉ COUNTRY 175ML 250ML BOTTLE

Sunset Point, Zinfandel Blush,  Italy £4.50 £5.95 £15.95
Classic red berry and pink grapefruit aromas  
augmented by hints of black

Chateau De Campuget, Le Campuget Syrah France £4.75 £6.25 £16.95
Grenache Rosé - Vin de Pays Gard, An enticing aroma  
of fresh strawberries and cream

Chateau Ksara, Gris de Gris,  Lebanon   £23.95
Delicate pink wine, with a harmonious blend of ripe  
summer fruits with a crisp citrus finish.
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RED COUNTRY 175ML 250ML BOTTLE

Tierra Antica, Merlot,  Chile £4.50 £5.95 £15.95
A medium bodied wine with a herbal and fresh  
capsicum character and a good structure.

Pinot Noir, Vona Edmara,  Chile   £16.95
Brilliant value wine, soft raspberry fruit, with a velvety texture,  
smooth tanins and n elegant finish.

Wandering Bear Merlot USA   £17.95
Soft with lashings of plummy richness and a vanilla pod coating

Valle Reaale Lupi Reale Italy   £19.50
Organic wine from a vineyard inside a national park,  
where wolves and bears are often found! This wine is vibrant  
and perfumed, medium bodies, with a hint of black pepper.

Dona Paula, Paula Malbec,  Argentina £4.95 £6.95 £19.95
A tasty wine with a red fruit jammy character, mellow and smooth.

Flying Zebra Pinotage South Africa   £18.95
Blackberry jam with a dash of plum on the nose,  
hints of vanilla and an earthy finish

Rioja Solar Viejo Spain   £19.75
Just a pure simple classic Rioja

Deakin Estate Shiraz, Australia £5.25 £6.95 £20.95
Layers of plum, rasberry & chocolate with a complex  
spiciness and savoury appeal.

Cantine San Marzano, Primitivo ‘ll Pumo’, Italy   £20.95
A deep and complex nose with hintsof prunes,  
cherry jam, spice and tobacco.

Domaine de Cigalounes, Lirac France   £23.50
Aromatic, full and smooth with notes of fruit and spices  
combined with a lovely silky-textured finish.

Carmen, Carmenere Gran Reserva Chile   £25.50
An intensely flavoured and smooth wine showing  
typical chocolate and ripe red fruit flavours.
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WINE MENU
RED COUNTRY 175ML 250ML BOTTLE

Chateau La Fleur Grands Landes, Grands Landes France   £27.50 
Montagne St Emilion, a well balanced wine showing dark fruits, 
hints of herbs, tobacco and the typical suppleness of the area.

Gérard Bertrand, Hédonisme Rouge,  France   £29.50
Ripe berry fruits dominate with a silky texture, quite complex,  
with rounded tannins, great with dark meats.

Domaine René Monnier, Bourgogne Pinot Noir,  France   £29.95
Made in a traditional style, this wine shows a purity of  
raspberry fruit with a long, sustained finish.

San Silvestro, Barolo ‘Patres’  Italy   £35.00
A classic vintage with aromas of dried fruit,  
roses and tar. Expressive aromatics.

DESSERT WINES COUNTRY  50ML BOTTLE

Michele Chiarlo, Nivole Moscato d’Asti Halves, Italy   £16.95
Clean, light and delicate with a silky texture and a lingering finish.

Chateau de Juge, Cadillac Halves,  France  £4.95 £19.95
A good all round dessert wine that’s great value for money and  
almost identical in style to its neighbours in Sauternes and Barsac.

Vina Echeverria, Late Harvest Sauvignon Blanc Halves,  Chile  £5.50 £19.95
The flavour has nuances of quince jam, rich and intense

This Wine Menus is representive and at times items may be subject to alteration.


